Not Much Changed, But Still Competitive
KM2J0N was new. ■«,>»,
I he bike proved race- »
worthy out of the ^J
crate and many local
pro riders won with IGY*GLE
virtually stock motorcycles. Most racers
didn't change things, m
M
even the shocks—which are excellent—until
the parts wore out. Even with this enviable
record, motocross progress is measured in
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weeks and most expectations were that the
1980 RM250 would be as changed as the
’79 RM250 was.
Nope. The RM was a w inner last year,
R&D has had lots of other work to do (as
in the PE. DR and GS lines) so Suzuki
figured the 250 could be given some minor
polishes and be competitive for another
season.
The '80 version is labelled “T". another
big jump in the numbers series. Originally
the RMs came as A. then B. then C. and
then N. we were told because the radical

changes made the bikes—get it?—New. So
what does T stand for? Nobody will say,
but then again, they couldn’t call the new
race bike an “O”, could they?
The most obvious change on the 250T is
the chain guide. It's a large unit that guides
the #520 chain onto the aluminum rear
sprocket w hile wiping mud off the sides of
the sprocket. Last year’s spring-loaded ten
sioner has been replaced by a stationary
roller under the swing arm and a plastic
rubbing block that protects the arm’s top
and bottom.
>
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Rear brake is controlled by an exposed cable. Swing arm is aluminum.

The RM has some of the best footpegs made. Countershaft sprocket is rear-set.

1

Air cleaner box has a good top that deflects
water. Air valve for shocks is located on top
of remote reservoir.

Forks have 38mm stanchion tubes and 11.2
in. of travel. Front brake is large and works
well.

Another small but equally important
improvement are the rear sprocket bolts.
The old ones, with recessed heads, in the
past have caused broken hubs. The new
bolts have thicker heads and the alien
wrench head size has been increased from
5 to 6mm. A washer is also used between
the self locking nut and hub. Past problems
occurred when the bolts weren’t tightened
enough or the shouldered bolt stretched
and the nut bottomed against the shoulder,
giving a false impression of being tight.
Either condition soon caused a broken
hub. The hub has also been strengthened
by adding two more webs. The changes
should stop the hub and sprocket problems
of past models. We raced ours several times
and the sprocket never loosened.

A non-RM owner may not notice a
difference in the KYB reservoir shocks, but
they have been significantly improved. Re
bound damping adjustments have dou
bled, from two on the N to four for the T.
Three spring preload positions remain, but
the shock’s most notable improvement is
the addition of an air valve mounted on
the reservoir. The valve allows oil and
pressure changes. Unfortunately they can’t
be completely rebuilt because the top of
the shock body isn’t removable. KYB
shocks have a reputation of lasting a long
time and seals don’t start leaking often,
but when they do. they will have to be
scrapped.
The RM’s rear brake linkage has
changed from a rod to an exposed cable. >
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The exposed cable has eliminated the
chatter sometimes experienced when brak
ing hard with the N. Another small but
important addition is a return spring for
the rear brake arm. Past RMs have suffered
from brakes that stuck partly on when used
in mud or extremely dusty conditions. The
new spring fits between the brake arm and
backing plate, forcing the arm to the return
position under the most severe conditions.
Unfortunately, the large full width front
brake doesn’t have a similar spring. We
have added return springs to the front
brake arm on staff owned RMs for years.
The front brake lever on our test bike
started sticking the first ride. We dis
assembled the unit and greased the brake
cam. which helped, but even then the
brake had a sluggish return.
A less obvious change is the CDI ad
vance curve. It has been changed to give
better torque and horsepower. And the T
has plenty of both. It has about the same
power as Yamaha’s 250G but better low
end torque. It pulls from low revs with no
explosiveness or bad manners. The trans
mission has five gears, with ratios perfectly
matched to the engine’s power and final
gearing is right for most motocross tracks.
The CDI is about the only new part on the
T’s engine. Cylinder porting, case feed
reed valve induction, crank, rod. piston.
36mm Mikuni carb and cases are the same.
These parts were mostly new last year and
performed fine so a change wasn’t needed.
Plastic parts on the T are both new and
old: the fenders are a new smooth wide
shape styled after the Suzuki works ma
chines. The number plates and tank are
the same pleasant shape the N used. The
tank holds 2.2 gal. of premix. has a good
plastic cap and a reasonable sized filler
hole.
The seat is another item that hasn’t
changed. It has a nice shape and looks
thick enough, but long motos prove ap
pearance wrong. Like Suzuki RM seats of
the past, the foam is the wrong density and
a sore butt results from extended riding
sessions.
Most controls are properly placed and
shaped on the T. The handlebars are the
right width and bend, the hand levers are
easy to reach, the rear brake pedal and
shift lever are the proper length and place
ment and have rough ends to prevent boot
slippage. That leaves the throttle and kick
lever: both poor designs that Suzuki con
tinues to use year after year. The throttle
works all right, but it is too short. Large
hands don’t fit and aftermarket grips have
to be trimmed. The kick starter is another
matter. It has a nice rubber cover to keep
mud out of the pivot, folds completely out
of the way. but misses the boat with its
slippery non-ribbed end. Kick starting an
RM with muddy or wet boots can be
torture. Every time the engine fires the
kicker’s boot can slip off and the lever
usually digs into the calf of the operator’s
leg. Even dual purpose bikes furnish
ribbed kick levers.
>
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Kick start lever has a slippery end. It should
be ribbed.

You might not choose to run any motor
oil 15,000 miles between changes. But STP Motor
Oil is so good, you could!
it’s a specially formulated, premium quality
l0W50oil for passenger cars and light-duty
trucks. And it has a seven-part high performance
additive package designed to give you protection
well beyond your engine's recommended oil
change interval. Try it. STP Motor oil is so good,
you should!

STP Motor Oil: so good,you could.
15.000 miles or 1 year between oil changes, whichever comes first, under normal driving conditions with
engines in good condition.
© STP Corporation 1980.1400 W. Commercial Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale. Fla. 33310

It seems strange that Suzuki can have
the worst kick starter, and the best footpegs
on the same machine. And the RM pegs
are the best. They have: many small teeth
that grip the boot soles without cutting
them and strong return springs. They never
stick up when the bike is used in mud.
All of the ’79 RMs had new forks and
they are unchanged for ’80. Stanchion tube
diameter is 38mm, travel is 11.2 in. and
they are air adjustable. Triple clamps are
aluminum and the top clamp has rubber
mounted handlebar mounts to cancel
shock and vibration. Good gaiters are fur
nished and the fork seals don’t leak or have
excessive drag.
The frame, another part totally changed
last year, remains the same. It is con
structed from chrome-moly steel and its
shape is similar to the Suzuki works motocrossers. The single downtube design
places the swing arm pivot close to the
rear-set countershaft sprocket and
provides good triangulation under the
tank and seat.
An extruded aluminum swing arm, also
new last year, is lightweight and neat look
ing. It pivots on needle bearings and has
wheel adjusters that stay in place when the
axle is removed. Suzuki has one of the best
rear wheel adjusting systems around. Ad
justing the wheel doesn’t require loosening
the axle, just the two large nuts closest to
the arm. And axle removal doesn’t disturb
the chain adjustment or create an ava
lanche of falling parts.
We raced the RM at several local events.
It proved competitive in spite of being little
changed from last year. Horsepower is
good and the racer won’t be outrun to the
first corner if the other racers are using
stock engines. Transmission gear ratios
and final gearing are good and matched
well to the engine’s torque curve. Shifting
is positive and smooth, and restarting a
stalled engine is simple, due to the primary
kick starting. Suspension is well balanced
and works fine on a variety of terrain; it is
supple over chatter bumps, and doesn’t
bottom hard in deep gulleys. The bike
stays straight overjumps and lands softly
without excessively jarring the rider. Both
brakes are strong and progressive and don’t
chatter when used hard in downhill
whoops.
The T is a reluctant turner without a
berm. It goes through a bermed corner like
it was on rails but skates the front tire
without one. We dropped the front of the

SUZUKI RM2SOT
SPECIFICATIONS

List price
$1819
Fork travel ............. 11.2 in.
Fork stanchion
tube diameter 38mm
Rear wheel travel ...11.8 in.
Front tire.................. 3.00-21
Bridgestone Ml 9
Rear tire
5.10-18
Bridgestone Ml8
Engine ... two-stroke Single
Bore x stroke ... 67 x 70mm
Piston
displacement ........246cc
Compression ratio.....7.9:1
Claimed power................ na
Claimed torque .............. na
Carburetion 36mm Mikuni
Ignition.......................... CDI
Lubrication
system.................. premix
Primary drive ....... straightcut gear
Gear ratios, overall:1
5th ............
9.53
4th ............ ............ 11.48
3rd............ ............ 14.09
2nd............
18.27
1st ............ ............ 21.61
Oil capacity ... .......... 2.0 pt.
Fuel capacity ......... 2.2 gal.
Fuel tank
material .... .......... plastic
Swing arm
material...........aluminum
Starter
primary kick
Air filtration.... ... oiled foam

Frame material.....chromemoly steel
DIMENSIONS

Wheelbase.............. 57.8 in.
Seat height ............37.7 in.
Seat width ................5.0 in.
Seat length ........... 21.8 in.
Seat front to steering
stem center ........13.7 in.
Handlebar width ... 33.4 in.
Footpeg height ......17.3 in.
Footpeg to
seat top ............. 21.2 in.
Footpeg to shift
lever center ..........6.0 in.

Footpeg to brake
pedal center......... 5.2 in.
Swing arm length .21.4 in.
Swing arm pivot
to drive sprocket
center
3.0 in.
Gas tank filler
hole size.................1.6 in.
Ground clearance .14.4 in.
Fork rake angle ............30°
Trail...................................na
Test weight w/half
tank fuel
226 lb.
Weight bias, front/
rear percent..........46/54

FEATURES

Forks adjustable
with air?......................yes
Rear shock damping
adjustable?................yes
Rear shocks
rebuildable?................no
Provision to check
transmission oil
level?............................ no
Does owner’s manual
show how to disassemble
complete engine?........na
Does pipe burn
rider?..........................yes
Brake pedal
height adjustable? ... yes
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bike by pulling the fork tubes up through
the triple clamps a half inch, improving the
cornering considerably. Although better,
the RM still takes second seat to a Maico
or Yamaha YZ-G in a flat corner. Forget
about sitting on the seat through a slippery
off camber corner, the top of the tank is the
position required to get the RM through
such a corner quickly, otherwise the front
tire will skate. We changed the front tire to
a 3.00-21 Hi-Point and reduced the skating
some but a far forward, half seat.-half
tank position was still required for quick
turns. The RM simply doesn’t turn as well
as some of its competition, but a full time
RM racer can adapt and set some impres
sive lap times on most tracks anyway.
The new RM250T won’t dazzle many
with its few really new components for
1980 but it is still competitive and worth
the asking price.
Si

Fenders are wide and do a good job.
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